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Abstract—Model-Integrated Computing is a development approach that advocates the use of Domain-Specific Modeling throughout the system development process and lifecycle. This paper describes and summarizes the generic and reusable software tools that support MIC and which can be tailored to solve a wide variety of modeling, analysis, and generation problems in an engineering process.

I. INTRODUCTION

MODELS and modeling are at the center of many (if not all) engineering disciplines, so it is somewhat surprising that their relevance has only recently been recognized in software development [1]. For control engineers it is natural to think in terms of mathematical and physical models of systems that they control, and the (software) implementation of control applications can often be “naturally” derived from these models. A number of software tools are available on the commercial market [2][3] that directly support the modeling, simulation, and eventual construction of control applications using models and modeling languages that are close to the notation and language used by control engineers. These notations are then used in generating executable code that implements the control functions. However, control applications often necessitate a modeling language that is closer to the application domain (than the abstract, mathematical language of classical control theory), or the use of novel heterogeneous modeling frameworks (e.g. hybrid systems [4]) for which modeling tools are not readily available. Often a single modeling approach is not sufficient to represent all aspects in a project, and occasionally completely new approaches are needed. All these factors provide a motivation for tools that allow the use of a wide variety of modeling approaches in an integrated, coherent framework.

The Model-Integrated Computing (MIC) approach [5] and its supporting toolsuite offer a conceptual and software infrastructure for addressing these problems in a simple, coherent form that could potentially serve as the basis for various, domain-specific engineering processes and tool chains [6]. The domain-specificity of MIC means that tools are tailored to the practice and needs of specific engineering disciplines. For instance, in MIC a modeling tool used in building flight control systems might be different from a modeling tool used in designing control systems for discrete manufacturing plants.

Domain-specific modeling is at the center of the MIC development approach: domain-specific models are created in the design process, they are analyzed via formal and simulation-based analysis techniques, and they are used to construct and generate the implementation of applications, i.e. the actual software code that performs, for instance, control functions.

Domain-specific models in an MIC engineering process are constructed in domain-specific modeling languages (DSML) whose syntax and semantics are precisely defined using metamodels and model transformations.

However, MIC cannot exist without tooling: tools that assist the designer and developer in modeling, analysis, generation, evolution, and the maintenance of systems. In the rest of the paper first we introduce the tools of MIC: the Generic Modeling Environment (GME), the Universal Data Model (UDM) package, the Graph Rewriting and Transformation language (GReAT), the Design Space Exploration Tool (DESERT), and the Open Tool Integration Framework (OTIF). We also discuss how these tools could be used to define syntax and semantics of modeling languages, and finally we describe one from the many domain-specific tool chains that we have built using them. This paper provides a summary of the tools and shows how they fit together to form a tool ‘meta-architecture’ that can be used to build other toolchains. As the focus here is on overview and integration via meta- programmability, the reader is kindly requested to consult the references for more details about the tools.

II. THE METAPROGRAMMABLE TOOLS OF MIC

A. Metamodeling

Strictly speaking, the tools in the core MIC toolsuite are not tools but meta-tools. By this we mean that they can be customized (effectively “programmed”) to suite the needs of specific domains, and thus after this customization they become (domain-specific) tools. We enact the process of customization through metamodeling, which yields a “model of the modeling language”, i.e. a metamodel. This metamodel is then turned (automatically) into a metaprogram that is
incorporated into a generic tool, which is thus turned into a domain-specific tool. We have recognized the fact the metamodeling is just another form of (domain-specific) modeling, just with the metamodeling language serving as a modeling language. In the MIC tools—for pragmatic reasons—we use (an extended subset of) the Unified Modeling Language (UML) [7] for metamodeling. Note that this use is somewhat atypical: we do not use UML to create domain-specific models; rather we use UML to define a modeling language which is then used to create the domain-specific models. This way, the MIC process is heavily language-based, and the syntax and semantics of the modeling language is precisely defined.

B. The Generic Modeling Environment (GME)

GME is the core MIC tool [8] that is used for both metamodeling and modeling. GME is metaprogrammable: it can load metaprograms generated from metamodels and “morph” itself into a domain-specific modeling environment. GME is primarily a visual modeling tool (although textual model elements are also supported). GME is equipped with a metaprogram that configures it to behave as the metamodeling tool: it understands a UML-like notation (the metamodeling language), and an associated translator program can generated the metaprogram from the metamodel.

The GME metamodeling approach is based on the use of stylized UML class diagrams and Object Constraint Language (OCL) constraints [9]. These metamodels capture the abstract syntax and well-formedness rules of the modeling language. Abstract syntax defines the set of concepts, their attributes, and relationships one can build models from in the language. For example, in a control system design language that supports event-driven control, the abstract syntax includes concepts like “states”, “events”, and “finite state machine”, etc., relationships like “transitions”, and attributes like “guard expression”, “initial state”, etc. The well-formedness rules of a language formally describe the constraints that the models need to satisfy in order to be correct (with respect to a static property). Continuing with the example, a well-formedness rule could be as follows: “Each finite state machine must contain precisely one state whose ‘initial state’ attribute must have the value true.

Obviously, the abstract syntax and the well-formedness rules are insufficient to fully define a modeling language, as they do not specify the concrete syntax, i.e. how the models are visualized. This problem was solved in GME through the use of stereotypes on the metamodel elements. Stereotypes are denoted by names between markers “<<” and “>>”, and they determine the visualization of the model objects on the drawing editor. For instance, “<<Atom>>”-s are always shown as an icon, “<<Connection>>”-s are lines, and “<<Model>>”-s are containers Visualized either as complex drawings (when one looks at the details) or rectangular icons with ports (when one looks at the container at a higher level of abstraction).

Note that the metamodel controls what can be present in a model, what can be connected to what, etc. For example, the metamodel of Fig.1 specifies that an assembly may contain timers and inputs, and the first can be connected to the second. Fig.2 shows a model that contains timers (XYTimer and ZTimer) and components which have inputs (like Altitude). ZTimer is connected to the input on Altitude component. However, timers cannot be connected to outputs (as this is missing from the metamodel) — if such a connection is attempted, the domain-specific GME will refuse it. Similarly, if models are created that violate the well-formedness constraints, the user is warned about the problem.

Once GME models are created, they are correct with respect to the abstract syntax and the well-formedness rules. However, the GME metamodel does not assign a specific interpretation to the models, i.e. the dynamic semantics of models is not specified. For pragmatic reasons, we follow a transformation-based approach for specifying dynamic semantics, as discussed later. Next, we describe how model transformations can be specified using metaprogrammable tools.

C. Transforming the models: UDM and GReAT

GME is a general purpose modeling environment, and it provides a set of Application Programming Interfaces (API-s) to access models. These low-level programmatic interfaces allow building software tools using traditional languages that access and possibly manipulate models. As a higher-level, more formal alternative to the API-s we have created tools that allow structured access to models on one hand, and allow the transformation of those models into other kinds of objects on the other hand. The first step is facilitated by the tool called “Universal Data Model”
(UDM), and the second is done using the “Graph Rewriting and Transformation” (GReAT) language.

UDM is a metaprogrammable software tool [10] that generates domain-specific classes and API-s to access the models within GME, in XML form, in ODBC-based databases. The advantage of using UDM is that tools that access models could be developed using the concepts from the domain-specific modeling language (e.g. “Assembly”, and “TimeTrigger”), instead of the generic concepts of GME.

GReAT is a (graphical) modeling language for describing transformations on models [11]. The transformation specification is built upon metamodels of the input and the target of the transformations, and is expressed with the help of sequenced rewriting (or transformation) rules. The key point here is that both the input and the target must have a defined metamodel (i.e. abstract syntax with well-formedness rules). Often target models use some lower level modeling language, like a modeling language of simple finite transition systems. Note that in the ultimate, a target metamodel may represent the instruction set of a (real or virtual) machine. In practice, target metamodels often consist of concepts that correspond to code patterns (e.g. while-loop) that are instantiated with the values of attributes of the concept instances.

GReAT uses a mixture of declarative and imperative constructs to define transformations on models [12]. Note that the transformation is expressed with the help of metamodel elements, and the transformation is applicable to models that comply with the metamodels. GReAT uses three, layered languages for describing transformations, illustrated on Fig.3.

First, GReAT has a language for describing patterns of model objects and graphs (top box, with the two OrState and one State objects and links between them). This language allows the specification of graph patterns, where each vertex in the pattern corresponds to a model object and is typed with a corresponding metamodel element (i.e. a UML class), and where each edge corresponds to a link among model objects and is typed with a corresponding metamodel element (i.e. a UML association). These patterns give a concise description of a complex structure that will be searched for in the input of the model transformation.

Second, GReAT has a language for describing graph rewriting and transformation rules. The rules contain a graph pattern (describe using the pattern language), optional new graph elements (typed nodes and edges), an optional Boolean-valued expression called the guard, an optional code block called the attribute mapping block, and have input and output ports denoting input and output parameters of the rule. Furthermore, some of the nodes in the graph pattern could be marked with a “delete” marker.

A rule has an executable semantics as follows. Before the rule is executed its input ports are bound to specific nodes in the object graph(s) the rule is operating on. The binding of these ports must be type-correct, i.e. on the inside of the rule the port should be connected to a pattern node of a compatible type. Next, a pattern graph matching process is invoked that finds (a) matching subgraph(s) given the initial binding and the topology of the pattern graph. If a match is found, all pattern nodes and edges will be bound to specific elements from the graph and the rule execution proceeds (otherwise stops). Next, the optional guard expression is evaluated. This expression may access attributes of objects bound to the pattern graph elements, for example. If the guard expression evaluates to true (or if it is absent), then the rule execution proceeds, otherwise stops. Next, pattern elements marked with “delete” will be removed from the graph. Next, the new graph elements: nodes (class objects) and edges (object links) are created. Next, the optional attribute mapping code is executed that could, for instance, read and write the attribute values of objects and links currently accessible. Finally, the output ports of the rule are bound to objects they are connected to within the context of the rule. Note that these objects could be elements in the pattern or newly created. On Fig.3, in the upper box, the rule has one input port of type OrState. When the rule is executed, the rule finds another OrState that is contained within the first one, and which also has a State. After matching, it creates a StateNew under the top-level OrState and links it to the bottom-most State object. Finally, the top-level OrState is bound to the output port. The third language in GReAT is the rule sequencing language which specifies the order of execution for the transformation rules. This is shown in the middle and bottom box of Fig.3. Rules are sequenced by connecting their input and output ports: the direction of connection implies the execution sequence. Rule sequences can be grouped into blocks that imply transformation steps that are applied as one unit. Furthermore, constructs for conditional execution and recursion are available that allow data-driven control structures as well as iterative constructs. GReAT has a formally defined semantics that was created using the Z-Object notation [11].

In summary, GReAT provides a formal and visual way of describing complex rewriting and transformation operations on models. One key aspect of the language is that because the structural operations on graphs are formally specified, mathematical reasoning can be applied when analyzing transformation programs.
D. Formally Specifying the Dynamic Semantics of Domain-Specific Modeling Languages

GReAT has been used to build a number of model transformation tools, including template-based code generators. However, it is also suitable for specifying the semantics of DSML-s using a GReAT transformation as the specification. We call this approach “Semantic Anchoring” (SA) [13].

The key idea for specifying semantics is as follows. Suppose we have well-defined, accepted, and well-understood modeling languages whose semantics is simple and defined in a non-ambiguous, preferably executable way. Let’s call these core modeling languages as “semantic units”. One such semantic unit could be, for example, the language of simple finite state machines. Now if one defines a new DSML, one has to define the semantics of this new language by showing how the models built in the new language could be reduced to (or transformed into) the well-defined semantic units. The principle is illustrated on Fig.4.

For practical purposes, a tool has been created that uses the Abstract State Machine Language (ASML) [14] to specify semantic units. ASML allows building these semantics units using the Abstract State Machine concepts [15], i.e. essentially as transition systems with sophisticated data structures representing the state of the system. A number of prototype model transformations have been built that show how a non-trivial DSML (like, for example, a Statechart-like language) can be formally defined through the transformation. These form the beginnings of an SA Tool suite where one can define the metamodel of a language, together with its semantics using semantic units and transformations. The interesting part is that ASML is executable, thus one can rapidly prototype and experiment with DSML-s, by executing their models as ASML “programs”.

E. Model management via design space exploration

When large-scale systems are constructed, in the early design phases it is often unclear what implementation choices could be used in order to achieve the required performance. In embedded systems, frequently multiple implementations are available for components (e.g. software on a general purpose processor, software on a DSP, FPGA, or an ASIC), and it is not obvious how to make a choice, if the number of components is large. Another meta-programmable MIC tool can assist in this process. This tool is called DESERT (for Design Space Exploration Tool) [16]. DESERT expects that the DSML used allows the expression of alternatives for components in a complex model. Fig.5, provides an illustrative example.

In the example, the Correlation component has two alternatives called SpectralCorrelation and SpatialCorrelation, respectively. Note that if models are built using these “alternative” constructs the models do not represent point designs anymore, rather sets of point designs. If hierarchy is allowed (i.e. alternatives could contain alternatives, etc), a very large design space could be represented using a compact model.

Once a design spaces is modeled, one can attach applicability conditions to the design alternatives. These conditions are symbolic logical expressions that express when a particular alternative is to be chosen. Conditions could also link alternatives in different components via implication. One example for this feature is: “if alternative A is chosen in component C1, then alternative X must be chosen in component C2”.

During the design process, engineers want to evaluate alternative designs, which are constrained by high-level design parameters like latency, jitter, power consumption, etc. DESERT provides an environment in which the design space can be pruned by applying the constraints, and alternatives rapidly generated and evaluated.

DESERT consumes two types of models: component models (which are abstract models of simple components) and design space models (that contain alternatives). Note that for design space exploration the internals of simple components are not interesting, only a “skeleton” of these components is needed. DESERT uses a symbolic encoding technique to represent the design space that is based on Ordered Binary Decision Diagrams (OBDD-s) [19]. OBDD-s are also used to represent applicability constraints, as well as design parameters.

Once the symbolic representation is constructed, the designer can select which design parameters to apply to the design space and thus “prune away” unsuitable choices and alternatives.

This pruning is controlled by the designer, but it is done on the symbolic representation: the OBDD structures. Once the pruning is finished, the designer is left with zero, one, or more than one designs, indicating that no combination of choices could satisfy the design parameters, a single solution is available, or more than one means multiple alternatives are available that cannot be further pruned based on the available information. This latter case often means that other methods must be used to evaluate the alternatives, e.g. simulation. The result of the pruning is in symbolic form, but it can be easily decoded and one (or more) appropriate (hierarchical) model structure reconstructed from the result.
OTIF decomposes the translation process into three phases: syntactical transformation of the source models into a canonical form (that can be manipulated by a model transformation program implemented in GReAT), the semantic translation that focuses on the semantic issues (and is implemented using GReAT), and another syntactical transformation from the canonical form of the models into some physical form that the destination tool can directly understand. This decoupling of the syntactical and semantic transformations makes possible the use of generic tools and isolating the transformation process from the physical details of model representations.

The TA, ST, and BP components can run on different hosts in a network and communicate via CORBA calls and interfaces. The TA is responsible for interacting with the tool: it reads the tool’s data converts it into the canonical form and sends it to the BP, as well as it receives data in canonical form from the BP and converts it into the physical form as needed by the tool. The ST implements the point-to-point translation on the models coming from a source tool and to be sent to a target tool. It receives and sends models in the canonical form from and to the BP, and performs the transformation in between. The BP incorporates a workflow engine that enacts the workflow and routes the messages between the components. BP acts as a server, but it could be controlled through a management tool.

In this framework the BP, the skeletons for the TA-s and the ST-s are reusable across tool chains. However, BP and the skeletons are metaprogrammable: they are configured through metamodels of the DSML-s of the tools.

OTIF has been implemented as a set of components, some of which are metaprogrammable, and it relies on the UDM and GReAT tools. It has been used to construct a number of tool chains consisting of MIC and other tools.

III. EXAMPLE: THE VEHICLE CONTROL PLATFORM (VCP) TOOLCHAIN

The MIC tools have been used in numerous projects, and various tool chains have been constructed using it. In this section we describe a tool chain that illustrates how the metaprogrammable tools could be used to solve the construction and integration of non-trivial tool architecture for embedded control applications. This is called the Vehicle Control Platform tool chain and it was built for constructing automotive control software [18].
The purpose of VCP is to provide a tool suite for the model-based development of controllers in automotive applications. The design flow starts with specifying controller components in the form of behavioral models, using Simulink/Stateflow. This step primarily consists of building up a library of controller blocks.

The next step is design space modeling, which happens in a DSML called ECSL-DP, and which is supported by GME. During the construction of the design space models, the designer constructs hierarchical designs for the controllers, with possible alternative implementations on various levels of the hierarchy. The designer specifies component structures and component interactions. Note that the elementary components are from the behavioral models built in the first step.

Once the design space modeling is finished, the designer can explore alternative designs with the help of DESERT. This stage will result in specific point design(s) that satisfy all design parameters. The specific designs are also captured in ECSL-DP. ECSL-DP has provisions for mapping designs into distributed electronic control units (ECU-s) and buses in the vehicle, and this mapping is specified in the models.

Once the design models are finished a number of analysis steps can take place. Here we mention two: one can perform a schedulability analysis using a tool called AIRES [20], or one can perform a behavioral simulation using tools from the Vector toolsuite [21]. Note that this behavioral simulation on the ECSL-DP models is an alternative to the simulation of Simulink/Stateflow models and it can potentially be more accurate because of the finer details ECSL-DP captures. The result of these analyses (e.g. end-to-end latency in the system) can be annotated back into the ECSL-DP models.

Finally, executable code (in C) is generated that runs on a real-time operating system OSEK. Fig. 7 shows the high-level architecture and workflow in the tool chain. For the tool chain we have built the ECSL-DP modeling tool using GME, created various tool adaptors, and built a number of model transformation tools using GReAT. The five model translators contain, on average, 50 transformation rules, and process practical models with acceptable speed: 1-2 minutes, maximum. These model translators are automatically invoked as and when they are needed by OTIF.
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**IV. CONCLUSIONS**

In this paper we have introduced and briefly described the metaprogrammable toolsuite for Model-Integrated Computing (MIC). We showed how the MIC tools could be configured through metamodels, how metamodels could be used to define new domain-specific modeling languages, how their semantics could be formally specified (such that the resulting specification is executable), how model transformations can be specified using a formal technique, how large design spaces can be rapidly explored evaluated, and how heterogeneous design tools can be integrated using metamodels.